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Pro Cyc® GW60 Green Screen  
Setup Instructions 

 
 

MISSION STATEMENT 
Pro Cyc®, Inc. is the world leader in design and sales of modular cycloramas and green screen 
systems. Our mission is to work closely and ethically with our suppliers, employees and 
strategic partners in a concerted effort to provide our customers with the highest-quality, cost-
effective, custom solutions that will meet or exceed any technical requirements for the 
broadcast-video, motion-picture or photography industries. 
 

GW60 Setup Instructions 
 
Take care when unpacking your Pro Cyc® Green Screen to avoid scratching, bending or 
damaging the surface of the green material. 
 

Your Contents Include:  
 1 each: 60” wide x 64” long strip of Pro Matte® IV Green Screen material with 3 

grommets 

 3 each: 3M Command® Hooks with 6 pairs of adhesive strips with red and black liners 
(Three more pairs than needed.) 

 4 pairs: 3M Command® Strips with green liners (Two more than needed.) 
 
*Note: When handling the green screen material, take care to avoid folding or creasing the 
material as this could cause cracking or discoloration.  Also, keep it off the floor to keep it as 
pristine and clean as possible. We recommend having at least two people handle the green 
material at all times when setting up and breaking down the green screen for storage.  

 
1.  Wall Preparation:   

 Do not attempt to hang the GW60 Green Screen from raw wood such as plywood. 

 Wait 7 days after painting before use. 

 Wipe the wall with rubbing alcohol and a cloth where you intend to attach 3M 
Command® Hooks and 3M Command® Strips. Do not use household cleaners or water. 

 

2.  Install the 3M Command® Hooks: 

 Make note of the positions of the three grommets in the Pro Matte® IV Green Screen 
material. They are approximately 28-1/8” apart on center. 

 Determine how high you want your green screen to be and position the 3M Command® 
Hooks accordingly. 

 Remove the red liner and press the adhesive to the back of the hook housing. 

 Remove the black liner and press the hook housing to the wall for 10 seconds. 

 Temporarily remove the hook housing from the wall by sliding the hook housing 
up and off the base. 

 Press the base firmly against the wall for 30 seconds. 

 Slide the hook back on. 

 Wait one hour for the adhesive to build. 
 
3.  Attach the 3M Command® Strips to the Pro Matte® IV Green Screen 

 Click two 3M Command® Strips together. 

 Remove one of the green liners and press the 3M Command® Strips firmly onto a 
bottom corner of the Pro Matte® IV Green Screen. Orientation should be vertical. 
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 Repeat the two steps above for the opposite bottom corner of the Pro Matte® IV 
Green Screen. 

 
4.  Hang the Pro Matte® IV Green Screen 

 Using two people, carefully hang the Pro Matte® IV Green Screen from the 3M 
Command® Hooks. Be sure to avoid folding or creasing the Pro Matte® IV 

material. 

 Pull down on the Pro Matte® IV material from the bottom near the 3M 
Command® Strips. 

 Position the bottom of the Pro Matte® IV Green Screen where you want it and 
then remove the remaining green liners from the adhesive on the 3M Command 
Strips. 

 Press the Pro Matte® IV Green Screen firmly to the wall applying pressure to the 
3M Command® Strips. 

 Avoid folding or creasing the Pro Matte® IV material as you carefully pop apart 
the 3M Command® Strips at the bottom of the green screen temporarily. 

 After they are popped apart, press each strip against the wall and against the Pro 
Matte® IV material for 30 seconds. 

 Wait one hour for the adhesive to build. 

 Pull down on the bottom corners of the Pro Matte® IV Green Screen and click the 
3M Command® Strips back together again. 
 

 
 
 

Should you have any problems or questions about your portable green screen, please 
email info@procyc.com or call (503) 723-7448 Monday-Friday, 7:30am – 4pm PST. 
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